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The synagogue around 1905

WELCOME
to the Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004! Its brochure is probably more extensive
and detailed than you expect, but perhaps you have never heard anything about
the City of Reichenbach, now Dzierżoniów in Poland, and certainly nothing about
the Reichenbach synagogue. This synagogue is one of only three Jewish houses of
worship in Silesia, that survived the Hitler years and the end of World War II.
We ask you for a few minutes of your time, so that you can get to know the astonishing history of the synagogue and its various congregations before and after
World War II and at our present time, and that you can learn more about the objectives of the Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004 Our House Lives On 2004.

1. Rafael Blau in the restored
Stork Synagogue in Wrocław/
Breslau

The synagogue of Reichenbach represents a piece of Jewish-German-Polish religious and cultural history that is totally unknown outside this city and its surrounding
area. Our Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004 has begun with its work of rescue of this
historic building and with raising public awareness of its past history in Germany,
Poland and other countries. Please help us with this great and not always easy project.
We thank you for your interest and your support.
Rafael Blau, President
April 2009
Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004
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and Beata Sauermann in 2004 in
Poland.
The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004 was founded in the year
2004. In October of the same year
it was registered in Poland under
the NIP Number 8821962804 and
the Regional Number 020024901.
The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004 has begun with the task
of saving the synagogue of
Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach from
total decay and of restoring it,
faithful to its original style and its
history. Upon completion of this
project, the restored building will
serve as a Jewish house of worship
again, but also as a museum and a
centre of education.
The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004 was founded by Rafael Blau

Rafael Blau is the current president
of the Foundation. He has a personal connection to Dzierżoniów,
where he lived as a child until 1965,
when he moved with his parents
to Israel. Rafael Blau is the son of
survivors of the Holocaust. For part
of the year, he lives in Beer Sheba
in Israel, and part of the year, he
makes his home in Dzierżoniów in
Poland.
Beata Sauermann is vicepresident
and has been living in Great Britain
for some time. She was born in Poland and worked there in Jewish
research for many years. She is the
granddaughter of Holocaust survivors.
Other members of the Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004 are Jewish
and non-Jewish persons living in

Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach and its
surrounding area, in Warsaw and in
Canada.
It is the objective of the Foundation to make it possible for people
from all over the world, Jews and
non-Jews, especially young people, to get to know the story of the
Jews in Poland, not only in relation
to the horrors of the Holocaust, but
also to the ancient rich heritage
of Judaism, related to its contributions to the history, culture, and the
development of the Polish nation
as well as the different regions in
Germany that today are part of the
Republic of Poland. The program
of the museum and cultural center
of the Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004 will also include the long and
distinguished contribution of the
Polish Jews to Judaism and the Jewish culture, religious and secular,
the Polish and German as well.
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At this time, there is only one institution near Kraków, that offers
an educational program about Jewish life in Poland before the Holocaust and also does research in
this field.
The program of the Foundation
Beiteinu Chaj-2004 will concern
itself with the history of Judaism and of Jewish life in Lower
Silesia, especially in the area of
Dierżoniów/Reichenbach. Included in this task are the study and
the archiving of documents and
pictorial records – originals and
copies – which refer to the synagogue, Jewish cemeteries, and
other institutions and offer evidence of past Jewish life in the
Jewish communities of German
Lower Silesia and, since 1945, in
Polish Dolny Śląsk.
It is said, that one can only create

a better future, if one attempts to
learn about and understand the
past. With this idea in mind, the
Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004
began its work.
The work of our Foundation is
to bring new life to the synagogue.
This means that the founding
members of the Foundation
Beiteinu Chaj-2004 with their
personal donations made possible the completion of the following
tasks under the urgent challenge
to prevent the further decay of the
synagogue:
1.
To close the open holes in
the roof, after rain and snow severely damaged the interior of the
building. The ensuing dampness
also weakened the foundations of
the building. Our emergency work

stopped further damage just in
time.
2.
The broken, unprotected
windows allowed unauthorized
persons to enter the synagogue
and damage its interior. In order
to prevent further break-ins and
destruction, we boarded up all
windows.
3.
Missing eavestroughs and
downspouts had to be replaced
and the still existing damaged installations repaired, in order to prevent further water damage to the
foundation.
4.
The building and the surrounding land had to be re-surveyed in advance to the expected
restoration work and the (now
completed) fencing of the entire
synagogue property.
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The past of the synagogue, its present and its future
The restoration of the synagogue
is important for the preservation of the history of the building,
but also for its future. In the event
that the building will no longer
be used as a house of worship, it
will serve as a center of educati-

on for the younger generation,
in order to preserve the history
of Reichenbach’s Jewish citizens,
who after being expelled from
the town in the late Middle Ages,
from 1815 on lived again in a thriving community, until during the

Hitler years they were driven out
of town, the fortunate ones being
able to leave Germany, but most
of them taken to concentration
camps and murdered there.

2. The synagogue around 1905

3. The synagogue in the year 2009-04-02

4. The Jewish cemetery around 1930
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After the end of World War II,
thousands of surviving Jewish people, liberated from the concentration camps in the area of Dzierżoniów
and other parts of Poland streamed
to Reichenbach and brought new
life to the synagogue which had
escaped destruction during the Hilter years because of the courage of
a non-Jewish citizen. Photographs
from these years bear witness to
the thousands who crowded the

6. Sermon in the reopened now Polish synagogue in 1946

synagogue during Shabat.
In the summer of 1945, Reichenbach became the Polish-Jewish city
of Rychbach which a few years later, when the Jewish citizens began
to emigrate to Israel, South America, and the USA, was given its new,
permanent name of Dzierżoniów.
The synagogue was again closed!
From 1980 on, this historical buil5. The synagogue in 1946

ding stands unused on its site,
awaiting a new purpose. One says
that next to Wrocław/Breslau and
Żiembice/Münsterberg, the synagogue of Dzierżoniów remains the
only Jewish house of worship in Silesia that was not burned down by
the Nazis during the Kristallnacht;
it also survived the devastations
of World War II. But now, the synagogue is in an endangered condition waiting urgently for its rescue.
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These are the reasons why we
need your help to save the synagogue!

This cannot be realized without your financial support

Since 1989, Poland is once more a
democracy and, since May 2004,
Poland is a member of the European Union. Poland has a long
democratic tradition and has now
opened its gates again to the big
world. In order to realize the above
mentioned important objectives,
it is of paramount importance to
make the synagogue as a concrete institution and a symbolic establishment the focal point of our
project, which will unite the past,
the present and the future.

• The administration of the City
of Dzierżoniów, its mayor and its
chief engineer.

Our project operates in coordination with the following public institutions

• The Polish Regional Inspectorate for Historical Buildings in
Wałbrzych/Waldenburg.
• The Jewish Community of
Wrocław/Breslau and surrounding
areas.
• The National Jewish Community
of Poland in Warszawa/Warschau.

We turn to all of you, who consider
our task important enough and
therefore wish to contribute to it
with information or donations of
money, small or larger amounts
from private and public sources.
The time for your contribution is
now, because we have no time to
lose. Whatever has been totally
decayed or destroyed, will never
be restored and the past will be
lost and forgotten forever.
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We must not let this happen!
We are asking for your help!
If the objectives that The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004 has set
for itself, are close to your interest,
if you are familiar with similar projects,
if it is close to your heart to save
this great example of Jewish-Polish-German cultural heritage,
if you believe that the victims of
the Holocaust must never be forgotten, just as the memory of the
centuries of past rich Jewish life in
Poland and in Germany,
if you want to participate in this
important project of the Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004 in remembrance of your loved ones,
deceased or murdered,

Please remember us!
The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004 urgently needs your help in
order to save the venerable synagogue of Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach from ruin and restore it to its
old glory, as a house of worship, a
museum, and a cultural center.
The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004 accepts all donations, big or
small, with gratitude, to be used
for the realization of the objective
stated above. Not only your donations, but also your suggestions
and recommendations are most
welcome.
Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach, March
2009

7. Rafael Blau
President
The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj2004
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We look forward to your visit to Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach, in person, by telephone, or by letter

11. Maria Koch

8. Rafael Blau

9. Beata Sauermann

10. W. John Koch

President of The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004. He speaks Polish, English and Yiddish and Hebrew and is
available any time to discuss possibilities for donations with you.

Beata Sauermann is vice-president
and lives in Great Britain.
Beata speaks Polish, English, Hebrew
and Yiddish.

John and Maria are available for information and advice.
They live in Edmonton, Alberta in
Canada. Since 1998, they have visited Dzierżoniów regularly. John and
Maria can be reached daily between
16 and 18 hrs Central European Time.
John and Maria speak German and
English and some French.

Address:
Ulica Zacisze 4
52-200 Dzierżoniów/Poland
telephone: +1 48 74 8314140
handy : +1 48 501 530 678
in Israel: +1 972 54 7685 616
Email:

beiteinuchaj-2004@tlen.pl
blau1@tlen.pl

Internet: www.synagoguefund.com

telephone: +1 44 794 6265 868
Email: sauermannb@yahoo.com

telephone: +1 780 436 0581
Email: wjohnkoch@shaw.ca
Internet:
www.wjkochpublishing.com
(English)
www.deutschebucherwjkochpub.com
(German)
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Visits to the synagogue and to the Jewish cemetery
If you plan to visit these two historic sites, please advise the following of our
colleagues a few days in advance of your visit.

12. Rafael Blau
Dzierżoniów

13. Anna Grużlewska
Dzierżoniów

14. Agnieszka Żołędziewska
Dzierżoniów

telephone: +1 48 74 8314140
handy: +1 48 501 530 678

handy: +1 48 601 285 297

telephone: +1 48 793 302 772

Rafael Blau speaks German, English, Polish, Hebrew and Yiddish.

Anna is our coordinator. She
speaks Polish and German.

Agnieszka speaks German, English
and Polish.
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The Foundation Beiteinu Chaj-2004 thanks you
for your interest. We will heartily welcome you, if
you contact one of our colleagues prior to visiting
the City of Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach with its synagogue and Jewish cemetery and the many other
places of interest and beauty worth visiting.
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A short story of Judaism in Reichenbach/Dzierżoniów

emigrated to the Kingdom of Poland where Jewish people lived in
relative freedom and were able
to develop thriving Jewish communities with a rich cultural and
religious life. In 1807 civic reforms
were introduced in Prussia by
the Baronvon Stein, and the Jews
living in the Kingdom of Prussia
gained equal rights and freedom
of movement. What this meant
for the town of Reichenbach was
recorded by a member of the Jewish congregation in the annals
of the synagogue:

The early times of Jewish life in
Reichenbach are shrouded in
darkness. We only know that, as
in other towns in Silesia, during
the late Middle Ages Jews were
expelled and probably fled to
the larger towns of the province,
where strictly defined ghettos
existed. But the largest number

“As most Jewish communitities
of Lower and Central Silesia had to be
abandoned because of persecution and
expulsion, and only with the more humane approach of the new times at the beginning of our century [the 19th century]
could they awaken to new life, so it also
happened in our own Jewish community
of Reichenbach. With the bestowing of
civil rights to the Jewish people in 1811,
they received the right to leave the old

Jewish areas in the privileged towns and
spread out over the entire province. Thus,
in 1815 a few Jewish families also settled
as traders here [in Reichenbach]. With
more people moving here, by the year
1823 they already felt strong enough to
unite as a community and took special
preparations to offer cultural and religious instructions. In 1825, they bought a
piece of land for a cemetery, where already in 1826 the first burial took place.
At that time, the community consisted of
the following members:
Merchant F. Naphtali
Merchant Heller
Merchant Nehemias
Distiller Lax
Distiller L. Naphtali
Trader B. Neuländer
Trader A. D. Hirsch
Trader A. Stern
Trader Mathias Cohn
Who functioned as religious official at
that time is unknown today. Only towards
the end of the 1830s, we meet Mr. Mayer
Oelsner as cantor, shochet, and teacher of
religion, who however, was already replaced in 1841 by a Mr. Breslauer. The reform
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movement of Judaism did not ignore our
community. When at the end of the 1840s
it had grown to 22 members, they demanded a modern service, embellished
by a choir and by prayers in the German
language. But since the older ones did not
want any changes, this disagreement led
to the separation of the older members
from the free thinkers. The first group under Mr. Loebel Naphtali retained possession of the synagogue and the property of
the community and kept their preacher.
The other group arranged their own services and called Mr. Heinrich Schwarz from
Rawitsch who organized a service with a
sermon and with a choir and musical accompaniment.
After more than four years of separation, the two groups were united, but the
modern arrangements were retained. In
1859, Schwarz left his position, and in his
place Mr. Moritz Cohn from Rawitsch was
summoned as preacher, teacher of religion, shochet and cantor. During this time,
the congregation grew so substantially,
that it was able to build a new synagogue,
which was consecrated on the evening of
Shawet 1875. In 1884, the entire congregation gathered for a festive celebration
in honour of the 25th anniversary of Mr.

Moritz Cohn. Because of his failing health,
Mr. Cohn left his position in September
1889 and the congregation rewarded him
for his long and faithful service with a yearly pension of 900 Marks. Mr. Jacob Bär
from Königsberg/Prussia was selected in
July 1889 as his successor.
It was Mr. Bär who, with the encouragement of Mr. Jacob Engel, member of the
Board, created this history.” [1]

The Jewish community of Reichenbach to which belonged a number
of the prosperous factory owners
and merchants of the city, continued as a thriving community
until January 30, 1933, when Hitler took power. But already at that
time, the community did not have
its own preacher anymore and in
those rooms where Moritz Cohn
and his family of four children had
lived[2], now lived the Kaminski family from Beuthen/Bytom in Upper Silesia. Josef and Amalie with
their children Susi and Heinz, who

being Jewish had not found an
apartment in the city and thankfully accepted the offer to live in
the former preacher’s apartment
in the synagogue. Mr. Kaminski, an
active businessman and faithful
member of the community, created a Jewish youth hostel in a new
addition to the synagogue, which
was much frequented by Jewish
youth groups and sports teams.
Sometime before 1938, the synagogue with its piece of land was
put up for auction by the city administration of Reichenbach and
was acquired by Mr. Konrad Springer, who for some years had already looked after the Jewish cemetery.
During the Kristallnacht on November 9/10, 1938, when almost
all of Germany’s synagogues were
destroyed and burned to the
ground by the Nazis, the Reichen-
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bach synagogue was probably the
only House of God in the Province
of Silesia that remained totally
untouched, because at that time,
it was no longer a property in Jewish hands. But during the Kristallnacht, the Kaminski family was
evicted from their home in the
synagogue by the police, and Mr.
Kaminski was arrested and sent
to the concentration camp of Buchenwald a few days later. After a
few weeks, Mr. Kaminski returned
from Buchenwald and soon emigrated with his family to Bolivia.[3]

[1]

15. Konrad Springer in the Jewish
cemetery in 1950

16. Plaque at the synagogue in memory of Konrad Springer

The synagogue remained untouched, but it is a sad fact, that at
the beginning of 1939 the Hitler
Youth moved into the synagogue
that from then on until 1945 ser-

ved as headquarters for the local leader of the Hitler Youth.
However, after this degrading
period, the synagogue would reawaken to renewed Jewish life!

Some of the registers and annals of the synagogue were microfilmed and are now in the archives of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Moritz Cohn died on March 1, 1891 in Berlin. Moritz Cohn and his wife Auguste née Teplitz had four children: Theodor emigrated to England as a young man; Julius died as a soldier in the
Franco-Prussian War of 1870/71; the only daughter Malwine Joel née Cohn was murdered in a concentration camp; Martin emigrated to Canada in 1906 where he explored coal deposits in
the Rocky Mountains of Alberta and built a coal mine and a town which he gave his name of Nordegg that he had adopted in place of Cohn in 1909. The town of Nordegg carries Martin’s
name to this day. Until his death in 1948 in New York, Martin was widely respected as businessman, entrepreneur and humanitarian.
[2]

[3]

Susi Klein, née Kaminski now lives in Los Angeles.
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Reichenbach becomes Rychbach and finally Dzierżoniów
Reichenbach was occupied by the
Red Army only on the day of the
Armistice of 1945. In the surrounding area with its numerous Außenlager that were part of the concentration camp of Groß Rosen,
the Red Army liberated thousands
of survivors who soon came
streaming to the undestroyed City
of Reichenbach; they were joined
by Jews from camps in other areas
of Eastern Germany and Poland.
In Reichenbach, a thriving Jewish
city sprang up which was given the
Yiddish name of Rychbach, with
a synagogue, a club house, with
schools, health facilities, newspapers and theaters. The number of
Jewish people living in Rychbach
ranged from 17 500 right after the

war to 6000 and 3 500 in the years 1950 to 1968. A few days after
the Armistice, services were held
again in the synagogue. A plaque
was placed on the outside wall, recognizing the services of Konrad
Springer as the saviour of the synagogue during the Nazi years:

until 1980. But already in the 1960s,
the Jewish citizens began to leave
Poland, emigrating mainly to Israel
und to the United States. In 1980,
only a very few Jews remained in
the city and the synagogue was
closed.

“This historical synagogue was
built in the year 1875 and served
the Jewish community until the
year 1937, when the National Socialist administration of the city
expropriated the building and
sold it to the gardener K. Springer,
who without any claim handed it
over to the group of Polish Jews in
Rychbach.”
The synagogue was officially reopened in May 1945 and newly
blessed, serving the Mosaic faith

17. The synagogue in 1995
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In 1999, the author met Mojżesz Jakubowicz, who inofficially looked
after the synagogue and the cemetery. Five years later, he became
the last Jew of the once so numerous Jewish post-war congregation of Rychbach/Dzierżoniów to
be buried in the Jewish cemetery.
The synagogue was left to decay
until the Foundation Beiteinu
Chaj-2004 started its mission of
rescue of the synagogue.

18.John and Maria Koch with Mojżesz Jakubowicz
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A Short History of Reichenbach/
Dzierżoniów
The rich history of the City of
Dzierżoniów/Reichenbach in Dolny Śląsk/Lower Silesia records
frequent political changes. In the
town and its surrounding area, one
finds proof of the reigning Piast
Dukes of Schweidnitz-Jauer, the
Kings of Bohemia, the Habsburg
emperors, the Prussian kings, and
of the German Empire of 1871. The
roots of the town reach back to
the 13th century. The first written
mention of Reichenbach refers to
a document, written on February
13, 1268. At the end of the 13th
century, Reichenbach becomes
the center for the surrounding
area and assumes the character
of a fortified town. In 1428, the
town is attacked by the armies of
the Bohemian Hussites and totally
destroyed. The plague and other

epidemics repeatedly claim many
victims.
In the 15th century, Silesia falls
under the Bohemian crown and, a
century later, becomes part of the
Habsburg monarchy. In 1763 at
the end of the Third Silesian war,
Reichenbach and most of Silesia
become part of the Kingdom of
Prussia.
In the 16th century, business and
trades, the production of linen and
other goods bring about the “Golden Century of Reichenbach.” The

Silesian Wars of 1740 to 1763 soon
disrupt this peaceful era. During
the Napoleonic Wars, several international congresses take place
in Reichenbach, which to a large
degree determine the future map
of Europe. This is the time during
which Reichenbach reaches the
height of its political importance.
Between 1816 and 1820, it even
becomes the capital of one of the
four districts of the province of Silesia.
In the 19th century, the town and
its surrounding villages become
the center of the Silesian weaving
industries. The centuries old cottage weaving industry is replaced
by large scale industrial production facilities. This economical and
social change brings unspeakable
poverty and political unrest and
upheaval to the area, which culminate in the uprising of the Silesian
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weavers in 1842. Through various
projects, the Prussian kings try
to alleviate the suffering of the
population and the irate factory
workers. The city of Reichenbach
gains from these measures as well
as from the connection to the new
railroad in Schweidnitz/Świdnica
and from there with the larger
Prussian railroad system.

mically, the linen and the electromechanical industries experience
large scale development. During
the late 1980s and early 1990s,
Poland becomes a democracy and
achieves its full independence.
New laws permit local self-government for the communities and
thus, Dzierżoniów gains legal and
financial autonomy.

During World War I and World War
II, Reichenbach remains untouched by destruction. In the year
1945, the city finds itself in the
area that would belong to Poland
according to the Potsdam Treaty.
Soon after the end of World War
II, many Jewish survivors liberated from the concentration camps
settle in the city which now receives the Yiddish name of Rychbach,
which, however, is soon changed
to Dzierżoniów after the father of
bee keeping, Jan Dzierżon. Econo-
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FROM OUR ARCHIVES: OUR WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTORS

19. Prayer in the synagogue 1965

20. “May God Hear Our Prayers!”
Hebrew letters on the interior walls
of the deserted synagogue 1987.

21. Konrad Springer (1st f.r.) with
family, 1940.

22. Without windows, 2005

23. The windows are waiting for
restoration, 2006.

24. Rafael Blau and Mayor Marek
Pioruń.

25. High school students cleaning
the synagogue, 2008.

26. Vice-Mayor Wanda Ostrowska
(1st t.r.)

27. Exhibition in the synagogue, fall
2008.

28. Exhibition in the synagogue, fall
2008.

29. Councillor Smolny and students
of Yiddish from Wrocław/Breslau.

30. Members of the Jewish community at Passover.
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